Meetings of the Society, 1979–80

Monday, 10th December 1979, at 7.30 pm, R G CANT, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
European influences in Scottish late gothic architecture, by R Fawcett, BA, PhD, FSA, FSAScot.

Monday, 14th January 1980, at 5.30 pm, R G CANT, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
The excavation of hut circles and related monuments, Machrie Moor, Arran, by J Barber, FSAScot.

Monday, 11th February 1980, at 5.30 pm, R G CANT, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.
The ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:
Baron Lanfranco Amato, KM, CEAC, BComm; Judith Ann Andrews; John J Arena, MI, FRSA; Rev Iain Cameron Barclay, MA, BD; Peter John Begent, ACIS, FRSA, HonFHS; Peter Stephen Bellamy; Anne-Maria Bojko, MA; W D Bottomley, CEng, MIERE; James Paul Brock, BA, MA; Neil Macdonald Catchpole, DA; Stephen J A Christie, BA, DipEd; James Aikman Cochrane, MA, DSO, MC; Sheena Enid Crawford, BA, FRGS; Elspeth Jane Dalgleish, BSc; Rachel Lyon Dean, MA; William Francis Lawson Dick, MA; George Drafen of Newington, MBE, OStJ, FRHistS; Lady Joan Norwood Ferguson Fleming-Parsons, DH, OCM, DHL; David Fraser, MA; Isobel Agnes Glen; John Ramsay Grant; John Charles Harvey, MA, CA; Captain John Hay of Hayfield, FRCommS; Per Christian Hegard; Margaret A Hendry; Alison Baxter Horsburgh, MA; Ronald Buchanan Inglis; John Kennedy; David Law, DA; The Right Rev Lawrence Edward Luscombe; Christopher John Lynn, BSc; James Mair, MA, MLitt, DipEd; Roger Duncan Martlew, TCert, BEd; Alastair Douglas Mennie, LLB; Mairi MacDonald; Rosemary Barr McKechnie; Lt Col Denis M Naulty, MA; Brendan John O’Connor, BA, DPhil; Christian James Bowyer Orr Ewing; Joan Mary Pinfold, ConCert; Malcolm Pretswell; Jessie Dalton Ralston, MA; John Hywel Roberts, BA, MED, MSc, FRSA; David Edmiston Drummond Robertson; Joe Rock, AIIP; George Alexander Rodger, LDS, RCS; Susan Niven Waugh McKenzie Ross, JP; Arnold Rothschild, BA; David Rowand; Major J L R Samson; James Mackay Shewan, BSc, PhD, DSc, FRIC, FRSE; Eric Smith, CStJ, DMus, MMus, RCM, FRCO, ETCL; Jill Doreen Strobridge; David Stuart, BSc; Alastair Mackie Sutherland, MB, ChB; Gordon David Thomas, MA; Alan Tulleth, BSc, MSc, MIEE, CEng; A C Wolfe, MBE, ARIBA, FRIAS, MRTPI.

The following Communications were read:
The Antiquities of the St Kilda group of islands, by Mary Harman, BSc, FSAScot, and
A prehistoric coracle from Fife?, by T F Watkins, BA, PhD, FSAScot.

Monday, 25th February 1980, at 7.30 pm, R G CANT, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
Orkney brochs: an exegesis of the accumulated evidence, by J W Hedges, BSc, MA, FSAScot.

Monday, 10th March 1980, at 5.30 pm, R G CANT, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
Hunting and hunting reserves in medieval Scotland, by J M Gilbert, MA, PhD, FSAScot.

Monday, 14th April 1980, at 7.30 pm, R G CANT, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.
The following Communication was read:
The long cist cemetery at Hallow Hill, St Andrews, by Edwina V W Proudfoot, MA, DipEd, FSA, FSAScot.

**Monday, 13th October 1980**, at 5.30 pm, R G Cant, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.

The ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:
John Walter Allen, MA; George Steven Armstrong, DPA; Maj Thomas Cowan Robert Armstrong-Wilson, TD, KtT; John Carter Barrett, BSc; Robert Alfred Bayliss, BSc, MA, FRSA; Gerald F Bigelow, BA, RD; Albert Bil, MA; Siardus Johannes Petrus Bohncke, Drs; The Hon Mrs Juliet Boobyer; Roderick Angus Leo Braggins, DA, MSLAD; Michael Brooks; Iain Brown, BSc; Joyce Jean Robertson Brown, MA; Ruth Rhynas Brown, MA; Sheila Brown, BA, ALA; Thomas Bryce; Michael J Bunce, MTheol; William Alexander Campbell; Capt Michael Stewart Cheetham; Andrew Joseph Crozier, MA; Colin Curtis, BA, ALA; James L Davidson, BEM; Archibald M Dick, BSc; Nancy Edwards, BA; David Munro Finlayson, BSc, PhD; Alistair Charles William Forsyth Of That Ilk; Andrew David Foxon, MA; G W I Hodgson, MSc, MEd; John Robert Backhouse Horden, MA, MLitt, DHL; Elaine Hudson, BA; James Curror Inglis, BA; Robert MacLeod Laing; Michael David Langdon, DA, ARIAS; William M Lawson, BL, FRICS; Thomas Gerard Leslie; Carl E Lindgren, MEd, MA, BAE; Neil Livingston; Alastair Livingstone of Bachuil, MA, LLB; John W McConnell, BA; Roderick Peter James McCullagh, BA, DipArchSci; Allan George McKimmie, BA, FRSA; Sylvia Margaret McPhee, BA, MEd; Brian Anthony Malaws; Ian David Máté; Keith Lawson Mitchell; Margaret Helen Mitchell; David Raymond Mole, BSc, MIBiol, CertEd; Alexandra Andrew Montgomery, DipCom; Donald Roderick Morrison; Pamela Murdoch; Paul Murphy, MTh; David Frederick Oxford; Kenneth J Peters, JP, DL, CBE; Bent Erhard Petersen; Victoria Morag Pirie; Katherine Waring Miller Pollard, BA; Robert David Ramsay, BSc, MICE; John Anthony Rayner; Hugh J Reilly, MA; Robert Anderson Riddell-Black, FRSA, FIIP, ARPS, MMPA; Ailsa Jayne Robertson, MA; Duncan Valentine Robertson; Elizabeth Jane Ryder, MA; Thomas Anders Hunter Scott; Neil William Reith Scroggie; James Slade; Professor David Hugh Neven Spence, BSc, PhD, FRSE; Duncan Hugh Sprott, MTh; Graham Frederick Steele, BSc, CertEd, ALA; Peter Strong; James Tate, BSc, PhD, MInstP; Mark N Wallace, BSc; William James Watkins; Thomas Reginald Reece Weston, OBE, TD; Rev Anthony John Whitaker, MTheol, DipEd, ABTI; Christopher John Young, MA, DPhil, FSA; John Young, BEd, MEd, ABP&S.

The following Communication was read:
Timber buildings of the Roman army, by W S Hanson, BA, FSAScot.

**Monday, 10th November 1980**, at 5.30 pm, R G Cant, MA, DLitt, FRHistS, President, in the Chair.

The following Communication was read:
Child-rearing in Scotland 1600–1750, by Rosalind Marshall, MA, PhD, FRSL.